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Letter from the Chairman
DEAR FRIENDS,

I was delighted and honored to be appointed as the Chairman of the
Associates of the Boston Public Library’s Board of Directors on July 1,
2018. After twenty years of leadership, my predecessor, Vivian K. Spiro,
retired, leaving the Associates in strong financial shape and with a
proven track record of successful preservation projects. We thank Vivian
for her inspired leadership and countless accomplishments.

Last year (July 1, 2017–June 30, 2018) was
one of continued progress. With our donors’
generous support, the Associates has been
able to expand the scope of assistance we
have long provided to the Boston Public
Library. By bolstering the Library’s capabilities
in the areas of conservation, cataloging, and
digitization, we have brought many more of
the Library’s long hidden treasures to light.
Among the Library’s many treasures is a
collection of more than 135,000 prints and
drawings, so I was particularly excited to see
the results of the new print digitization project,
which is rapidly bringing the print collection
online. In the last year alone, Associatesfunded contractors digitized 12,675 prints
and drawings from artists ranging from Mary
Cassatt to James McNeill Whistler to M.C.
Escher. In addition, talented Associates-funded
staff painstakingly conserved dozens of rare
books and manuscripts, cataloged 364 books
and inventoried 88,000 historical photographs.
Through these efforts, we believe that we are
sustaining the Boston Public Library’s most
fundamental mission of providing outstanding

free educational resources to all citizens of
the Commonwealth, as well as preserving
knowledge, culture, and history for the benefit
of society at large.
Behind the scenes, BPL management is in
the midst of a major renovation of the Rare
Books and Manuscript Department. With Cityfunding, this project will bring long-needed
climate control to the Library’s rarest materials,
helping to ensure their long-term preservation.
To continue the important work in which the
Associates of the Boston Public Library is
now engaged, we look to you, our friends, for
support. Your help will ensure that the Boston
Public Library’s Special Collections will remain
viable and usable by both present and future
generations. We look forward to seeing our
efforts—potentiated by your generosity—
continue, and increase in range, visibility, and
impact during the years ahead.
Respectfully,

Peter R. Brown
CHAIRMAN, BOARD OF DIRECTORS
ASSOCIATES OF THE BOSTON PUBLIC LIBRARY

FRONT COVER: The Associates is currently underwriting the Library’s photography inventory, which is examining images such as

this photograph of a Boston palace car from approximately 1900. LEFT: Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec’s lithograph Le Jockey, 1899,
was digitized as part of the Associates-funded print digitization initiative.

CONSERVATION

Lenore cataloged 92 items from The Benton Collection

Preservation is at the core of the Associates’ work. During

of Editions of the Book of Common Prayer. This is one of

the last year, Associates-funded Conservation Officer

the most extensive collections of its kind. It includes the

Lauren Schott repaired, cleaned, and rehoused dozens

first edition of the Book of Common Prayer (1549), King

of the BPL’s rare books, including 25 items from the

Edward’s second Prayer Book of 1552, Queen Elizabeth’s

Thomas Pennant Barton Collection of Shakespeariana, nine

Book of 1559, King James’s of 1604, and five copies of the

incunables (the earliest printed materials dating from prior

final alteration of 1662, in addition to hundreds of other

to 1501), and a medieval manuscript. Four highlights of

imprints. It also contains rare English Primers, the Scottish

Lauren’s meticulous conservation work include: Passional,

Liturgy of 1637, and the first Prayer Book of the Church of

das ist, Der Heyligen Leben (1488), a popular fifteenth-

Ireland of 1721. The original collection was bequeathed by

century text outlining the legends of Christian saints’ lives,

BPL trustee Josiah H. Benton in 1919. It began with 658

printed by famed Nuremberg printer Anton Koberger;

volumes and now numbers well over 1,500 volumes. The

a copy of John Lydgate’s Middle English poetic text

multiple editions and revisions of the Book of Common

The Siege of Thebes (ca. 1430) handwritten in England by

Prayer represent not only the history of book-making

scribe Stephen Dodesham; Henry Burnell’s play Landgartha:

and binding, but also a religious history of England. The

A Tragie-Comedy, as it was Presented in the New Theater

multitude of miniature books, thin pamphlets, beautifully

in Dublin, with Good Applause: Being an Ancient Story

bound quartos, and ornate folios afford an unusual insight

(1641) which is believed to have first been performed on

into the church’s faith, struggles, and worship. A majority

St. Patrick’s Day in 1639; and a broadside of A Bill for

of the books are in contemporary bindings, with material

Establishing Religious Freedom (1779), the earliest known

evidence of provenance entirely intact.

printing of a bill drafted by Thomas Jefferson.

CATALOGING
In the fall of 2017, the BPL hired two new Rare Books and
Manuscript Catalogers, with grant support provided by an
anonymous donor giving via the Boston Foundation. Over
the last nine months, Gabriel Angulo and Lenore M. Rouse
cataloged 364 items, among which were some of the most
significant and complex books and manuscripts in the
Library’s collections.
Gabriel cataloged 92 items from the Ticknor Library
of Spanish and Portuguese Literature Collection. This

One of a number of critically important color plate-books
held by the BPL, the three-volume set of John James
Audubon’s Viviparous Quadrupeds of America (1846-1853)
has unfortunately long been overshadowed by the BPL’s
copy of Birds of America. Viviparous Quadrupeds focuses
primarily on the mammals of North America. It was acquired
by the Library in 1865 and electronically cataloged this year.
The hand-colored lithographic illustrations represent an
important milestone in the study and depiction of American
flora and fauna, since many species native to the western
American frontier were depicted for the first time in print.

collection was bequeathed to the Library in 1871 by George

DISCOVERY

Ticknor, a BPL founder and Harvard professor of Spanish

In the spring of 2018, Rare Books Curator Jay Moschella

and French. Ticknor developed this collection while

discovered two fragments of a medieval manuscript pasted

traveling through Spain and Portugal in 1818. It has since

into the binding of an early seventeenth-century Bible.

grown from the original bequest of 3,907 books to roughly

Further analysis revealed them to be two leaves from an

10,000 volumes today. The collection covers many aspects

eleventh- or tenth-century manuscript copy of Isidore of

of Spanish, Portuguese, and Latin American literature and

Seville’s Etymologies. Though fragments such as these

history, including books on art, science, law, and theology.

can only be dated based on paleographic (handwriting)

It is especially rich in every phase of Spanish literature from

analysis, they now represent what is probably the second-

early editions of Don Quixote (1605) to the earliest edition

oldest European manuscript in the BPL. It was researched

of Celestina (Seville, 1502); and works by Sor Juana Ines

and cataloged with Associates support.

de la Cruz, the female seventeenth-century Mexican poet.
The Ticknor collection is an important source for major

INTERNAL DIGITIZATION

collections of authors such as Pedro Calderon de la Barca,

The Library’s internally developed statewide digital

Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra, Benito Geronimo Feyjoo y

repository, the Digital Commonwealth (www.Digital

Montenegro, Luiz de Camoens, Luiz Velez de Guevara, and

Commonwealth.org) continues to grow. In the last year

Fernan Caballero. Among the rare historical and political

the BPL added 122,504 records, including hosted and

works can be found the Cincos Tratados by Alonso Ortiz

harvested materials, from the BPL itself and other cultural

(1493), which contain the earliest printed reference to the

institutions. In total the website now has 131,220 BPL

discoveries of Columbus.

items and 129,697 items from 364 partners (libraries,

LEFT: The Booke of the Common Praier and Administracion of the Sacramentes, 1549. This edition of the Book of Common Prayer

is sometimes referred to as the Prayer Book of Edward VI. CENTER: Mary Cassatt’s drypoint etching Mother’s Kiss, ca. 1891.
RIGHT: The Associates funded the outsourced conservation of the first edition of the second part of Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra’s

Don Quixote from 1615.

museums, and archives from across Massachusetts.)

EXTERNAL DIGITIZATION

These materials collectively were viewed or downloaded

Due to their cumbersome sizes, or the level of detail

a total of 16,219,379 times last year.

required, the following items were sent to Northeast

The BPL holds an often overlooked world-class collection
of prints and drawings. In an effort to share the artwork

Document Conservation Center for specialized Associatesfunded digitization:

with the public, a team of part time metadata assistants,

The BPL owns two monumental choir books commissioned

imaging assistants, and photographers spent the last year

for the Benedictine Abbey of San Sisto in Piacenza, Italy,

digitizing 12,675 prints and drawings from the Library’s

during the late fifteenth-century. Originally part of a set

vast Print Department. This pilot project covered roughly

of 14 manuscripts that collectively represented one of the

nine percent of the Library’s prints, including works by Sir

prized possessions of the Abbey, they were hidden by a

Muirhead Bone, Sir David Young Cameron, Mary Cassatt,

monk in an attic for safe keeping during the plunder of

George Cruikshank, Honoré Daumier, M.C. Escher, Henri

San Sisto by the Napoleonic armies. Forgotten there for

Fantin-Latour, Paul Gavarni, Francis Seymour Haden,

decades, they were later dispersed via auction in the late

William Hogarth, Alphonse Legros, James McBey, Thomas

nineteenth-century. These manuscripts are the work of a

Rowlandson, Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec, James McNeill

number of important Renaissance artists and, as one of the

Whistler, and Anders Zorn. The project was funded via our

only late-Renaissance sets of choir books that have been

David McCullough Conservation Fund and the Associates’

left relatively unexamined by scholars until recent years,

Endowment. In addition to funding the contractors’

they are a source of immense interest to researchers.

positions, the Associates also purchased new camera
equipment for the BPL’s Digital Lab.

A medieval manuscript, created ca. 1520, contains the
organizing statutes of the confraternity of Santa Maria

The Associates also funded the digitization of a variety of

Rotunda in Milan. This is of particular interest to scholars of

bound materials, ranging from Lope de Vega’s handwritten

early printing since the handwritten manuscript is bound

1632 Spanish play El Castigo sin Venganza: Tragedia

together with a printed copy of the same text. Since the

(Punishment without Vengeance), to the New-England Anti-

printed text was made directly from the Renaissance

Slavery Society’s 1833 publication The Abolitionist. This work

manuscript, the manuscript bears all of the working marks

was completed by in-house partner the Internet Archive.

and annotations necessary for text production, shedding
light on early printing.

M.C. Escher’s Metamorphosis I and Metamorphosis II are

Some history teachers have started incorporating the

woodcut scrolls created between 1937-1940, measuring

transcription project into their classrooms. A Missouri social

7 5⁄8 inches tall by nearly 3 feet wide (scroll I), and 7 1⁄2

studies teacher wrote, “Having worked so hard to decipher

inches tall by 12 feet 9 inches wide (scroll II) respectively.

these words, their meaning was more deeply engraved on

Like many of Escher’s other prints, both scrolls morph

my students’ hearts: it would be much harder, from here

from one image into a tessellated pattern and then slowly

on out, to believe that slavery was “just something people

alter that pattern to become a new image. In addition to

thought differently about back then.” Instead, my students

digitizing them, our William O. Taylor Art Preservation Fund

know that resistance has long been a part of American

underwrote the creation of specialized housing for both

society—a worthy lesson to glean from a document that

scrolls—archival boxes featuring internal drums.

we initially believed so hard to understand.”

ANTI-SLAVERY TRANSCRIPTION

PHOTOGRAPHY INVENTORY

Over the last decade the Associates funded the cataloging

The Library has been working to improve its intellectual

and digitization of over 12,000 handwritten anti-slavery

control and custodianship of the Special Collections.

manuscripts. Now the project has moved into an exciting

This has primarily been executed through three recent

new phase. To make the collection more valuable to

inventories—of the rare books, prints and drawings, and

researchers, scholars, and historians, the BPL participated

photographs. The Associates only funded the photography

in the launch of a new crowdsourcing website (https://www.

inventory. By determining the scope, size and condition of

antislaverymanuscripts.org/) enabling volunteers across the

the collections, the BPL is better able to plan accordingly.

world to transcribe the letters. It was created and hosted
by the development team at Zooniverse.org. Transcription
allows the text corpus to be more precisely searchable and is
better suited for natural language processing applications—
helping researchers to better understand patterns,
relationships, and trends embedded in the linguistics of a
particular community. During the first six months of this
project, 3,266 volunteers completely transcribed 1,437 items.
More importantly, an entirely new and broad community of
users has engaged with this highly participatory endeavor.

To date 88,000 photographs and negatives have been
inventoried. A team of interns, under Dr. Martha Mahard’s
leadership, are working through the negatives and prints
to barcode the materials and create metadata at the
folder level. Since they are prone to deterioration, work is
prioritized on inventorying (and later digitizing) the negative
collection first so they can be moved to cold storage for
preservation. Priority has also been given to the nineteenthcentury and early twentieth-century photographs.

LEFT: Hore Beate Marie Virginis Secundum Vsum Romanum Totaliter ad Longum Sine Require, 1509. This Book of Hours is bound in

sixteenth-century red and black goat skin with silver clasps and catches, and displays the arms of the Joigny de Pamèle family tooled in
gilt. CENTER: Theodore Dwight Weld’s American Slavery as it is: Testimony of a Thousand Witnesses, 1839. RIGHT: This early sixteenthcentury manuscript, containing the statutes of the Confraternity of Santa Maria Rotunda, in Milan, was sent to NEDCC for digitization.

The BPL’s collection of historic and contemporary

TRAINING

photography has a strong emphasis on views of Boston

The Associates provides Rare Books Department staff

and New England, but is international in scope. The

with opportunities for external educational instruction.

collection covers the entire range of important nineteenth-

Lauren attended the American Institute for Conservation

century documentary photography and portraiture, from a

of Historic and Artistic Works’ Annual Meeting in Houston,

daguerreotype of BPL benefactor Joshua Bates; to the work

Texas, and took a class at the Georgia State Archives on

of Mathew Brady and Alexander Gardner in the American

the removal of pressure sensitive tapes and tape stains.

Civil War; Carleton Watkins, Timothy O’Sullivan and William

Additionally, BPL Preservation Manager Jessica Bitely

Henry Jackson’s views of the American West; Frank Rinehart’s

participated in the Conservation Center for Art and Historic

portraits of Native Americans; to the works of Felix Bonfils,

Artifacts’ workshop, “Into the Vault: Library and Archive

Felice Beato, Pascal Sébah in the Middle East; Samuel Bourne

Storage Strategies.”

in India; John Thomson in China; and the Burton Brothers of
New Zealand. The collection is particularly strong in twentieth-

PROGRAMS AND EVENTS

century regional views, including the work of Leon Abdalian

The Associates hosts an annual Writer-in-Residence

and Jules Aarons, and holds one of the largest and most

fellowship for an emerging author writing for children

representative collections of press photography held by a

or young adult audiences. Our fourteenth author, Laura

public library, with the Leslie Jones Collection and the Boston

Rees, spent her residency writing Sunset Sultan, the story

Herald-Traveler Photo Morgue of special significance.

of Sultan Ferry, the last baby born after a global fertility

OUTREACH

crisis stops human reproduction in its tracks. A welcome
reception for Laura was held in October 2017.

Lauren Schott launched a pilot outreach program with
librarians from the BPL’s Children’s Library. They selected

The Associates also held a small fundraising dinner in

three topics related to rare books—gilding, marbling, and

October 2017, to raise funds for new positions working

sewing—that they were confident would also capture the

with the Library’s prints and photographs. Photographer

minds of the BPL’s youngest patrons. These simple projects

Abelardo Morell, best known for his Camera Obscura

were aimed at introducing the concept of rare books to

series, presented “My Life with Books.” He introduced

young patrons with the hope that their imaginations will

the audience to his book-themed photography, including

take spark and these experiences would help kindle a love

images that he shot of the BPL’s rare books.

of history and rare books.

LEFT: This colorful fifteenth-century choir book from the Benedictine Abbey of San Sisto was sent to NEDCC for specialized digitization.
CENTER: A handwritten list of the approximately 700 books in Increase Mather’s personal library, started in 1664. This gives scholars

insight into Mather’s educational background and interests. He was a Puritan minister, Harvard President, and involved in the early politics
of the Massachusetts Bay Colony. RIGHT: Anders Zorn’s Study for Skeri Kulla was created ca. 1882–1912 in watercolor and charcoal.

In November 2017, the Associates hosted its popular

and mechanical systems to better regulate the department’s

Hundred-Year Retroactive Book Award to weigh the

temperature and humidity controls. While addressing

enduring literary merits of bestsellers published in

the HVAC system, the BPL is also taking this opportunity

1917. Contenders for the prize were T.S. Eliot’s Prufrock

to make other improvements to security, shelving, staff

and Other Observations, His Last Bow: An Epilogue of

work spaces, including a renovated Conservation Lab, and

Sherlock Holmes by Arthur Conan Doyle, and Third Class

public access. The project intends to make the collections

in Indian Railways by Mohandas Gandhi. The candidates

more accessible to the public through an improved lobby

were presented by poet Charles Coe, novelist Jacquelyn

experience, collections display space, reconfigured reading

Mitchard, and memoirist Michael Patrick MacDonald

room, and new classroom space. While the department is

respectively. Author Stona Fitch moderated the lighthearted

closed for renovations, there will be temporary work spaces

debate, after which the audience voted on a winner.

for all of the current staff to continue their work.

In April 2018, the Associates hosted its 30th annual Literary

In the year ahead, the Associates hopes to underwrite

Lights dinner honoring distinguished authors from the

the salaries of two Visual Materials Catalogers and a

Northeast. Our featured speaker Julian Fellowes, best

Photography Curator. In addition, the Associates will be

known for writing Downton Abbey, joined Masterpiece’s

hosting its inaugural Pierce Performance Series concert,

Rebecca Eaton in a conversation on stage. This was

thanks to the recent generosity of The Harold Whitworth

proceeded by the presentation of Literary Lights awards

Pierce Charitable Trust’s endowment gift.

to André Aciman, Stephen Kinzer, Jane Mayer, and Brian
Selznick, by their peers, Alice Hoffman, David Greenway,

GOVERNANCE

Stacy Schiff, and Gregory Maguire respectively.

The Associates’ Chairman of the Board, Vivian K. Spiro

The Museum of Fine Arts Boston borrowed four M.C. Escher
prints from the BPL for their exhibition, “M. C. Escher:
Infinite Dimensions.” Timed to coincide with the exhibition,
the Associates hosted a public lecture, “M.C. Escher: the Art

stepped down effective June 30, 2018, after serving for
twenty years as head of the organization. She was succeeded
by Associates Board member Peter R. Brown, a partner in
Nutter McClennen & Fish’s Private Client Department.

of Perception” with the MFA’s William and Ann Elfers Senior

During Vivian’s tenure as Board Chairman she oversaw

Curator of Paintings, Ronni Baer, at the BPL in May 2018.

the Associates’ evolution from a small, grass roots

Considering Escher’s choice and mastery of printmaking

organization with a broad literary mission into a robust

techniques, Ronni traced the development of the artist’s

non-profit focused tightly upon conservation. Under

work, from his self-portraits, landscapes, and still lifes

her leadership, the Associates established the David

grounded in Dutch pictorial tradition; through his obsession

McCullough Conservation Fund, the William O. Taylor Art

with tessellations, or interlocking forms; to his experiments

Preservation Fund, and the Associates’ Endowment Fund;

with optical illusions and perceptual games. Over a hundred

the writer-in-residence program; three annual signature

people turned out for this packed presentation, which was

programs designed to spark public awareness of the BPL

sponsored by an anonymous donor.

as a provider of top quality, free educational resources; and
series of presentations by scholars aimed at generating

LOOKING AHEAD

interest in and support for conservation of the Special

Following on the success of the Escher exhibition, the BPL

Collections. She has also helped organize and host the

and MFA have plans for a more extensive partnership next

Associates’ Literary Lights celebration, an annual black tie

year—a collaboration focused on the graphic art of Henri

dinner honoring outstanding writers from the Northeast.

de Toulouse-Lautrec. Borrowing heavily from the BPL’s

Vivian’s passion for libraries and learning led the Associates

collections, the two institutions will co-present the exhibition

to underwrite many exciting projects, ranging from

“Toulouse-Lautrec on Stage” in spring 2019. In preparation

conserving the original records of the Massachusetts Bay

for this exhibition, the Associates is contributing towards

Colony, to digitizing a vast and varied collection of anti-

the outsourced conservation, digitization, matting, and

slavery records, including the papers of the Boston Female

framing of several large Toulouse-Lautrec posters.

Anti-Slavery Society.

BPL management is in the midst of planning for an extensive

In acknowledgement of the impact of Vivian’s chairmanship,

$15.7 million dollar City-funded capital project to renovate

the Associates plans to conserve etchings by Giovanni Battista

the Rare Books and Manuscripts Department. The project’s

Piranesi (1720–1778), one of the first, fundamental collections

primary goal is to substantially improve the environmental

of works of art donated to the BPL’s Print Department.

Treasurer’s Report for 2017-2018
• An anonymous benefactor donated $300,000 as the

DEAR FRIENDS,

Thank you for your continued support and belief in the

third installment of a five-year million dollar grant via the

Associates of the Boston Public Library. Due to your

Boston Foundation.

generosity, during Fiscal Year 2018 the Associates was able to

• Literary Lights, the Associates’ annual dinner that honors

give our largest gift to date to the BPL. This gift of $525,000

outstanding authors while raising money for the David

was used to accomplish the work outlined in this report.

McCullough Conservation Fund, William O. Taylor Art

Financially, the Associates has two goals—to simultaneously
underwrite conservation, cataloging, digitization, and
exhibition of the BPL’s Special Collections, while also saving
for the future so that preservation activities can continue at

Preservation Fund, the Associates’ Endowment Fund and
operations, grossed $556,150 and netted $434,540. This
was a new record for this event.
• The fall photography dinner with Abelardo Morell,
raised $95,500.

the BPL in perpetuity.

• Grant funding totaled $90,000, including funding for the

As of June 30, 2018, the Associates’ assets totaled

Writer-in-Residence program.

$6,892,240. This demonstrates tremendous growth over
the last decade; in comparison on June 30, 2008 our assets

• Other fundraising initiatives, including membership and
the annual appeal, together raised $132,930.

totaled $1,181,910.
During Fiscal Year 2018, the Associates raised $1,775,580

The following two pie charts break down the Associates’

without considering increases in the existing assets’ market

income and expenses for Fiscal Year 2018. The third chart

value. The total expenses for the year came to $868,260,

illustrates the Associates’ total gift to the BPL over the last

including our gift to the Library. Some of the highlights

six years.

from our fundraising efforts include:

Respectfully,

• A new donor made an endowment gift of $600,000 to
establish the Pierce Performance Series, which will enable

Anita Lincoln

the Associates to host free performances related to treasures

TREASURER, BOARD OF DIRECTORS

in the Library’s Special Collections in the years to come.

ASSOCIATES OF THE BOSTON PUBLIC LIBRARY

INCOME

EXPENSES
Conservation &
Donations to BPL
$525,000 / 21%

Membership,
Donations & Grants
$1,111,220 / 45%

Programs & Events
$664,360 / 27%

Establish Pierce
Performance Series
Endowment
$600,000 / 25%

Programs & Events
$150,390 / 6%
Staff Expenses
$147,590 / 6%
Management & General
$45,280 / 2%

Increase in Net Assets
$993,760 / 40%

Investment Income
$686,440 / 28%

GIFTS TO THE BOSTON PUBLIC LIBRARY
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The Associates’ mission is to ensure
continued public access to the Boston
Public Library’s irreplaceable treasures by
underwriting their cataloging, repair,
restoration, digitization, and exhibition.
Get Involved
Please join the Associates, and help us to conserve and digitize the Boston Public Library’s
Special Collections.
MEMBERSHIP
w I would like to join/renew my membership in the Associates
of the Boston Public Library. I know that my dues help to

NAME
ADDRESS

support conservation, digitization, special programming, the
Associates office, and more.
Membership Categories (Circle):
Friend ($50) | Associate ($100) | Sustainer ($250)

PHONE
EMAIL

Patron ($500) | Benefactor ($1,000)

w I am enclosing a check, payable to:
DONATION
I would like to make a contribution of $ ________ to:
w The David McCullough Conservation Fund—Dedicated to
conserving, cataloging, digitizing, and exhibiting the historic,

Associates of the Boston Public Library

w I will pay online via www.AssociatesBPL.org
w Please charge my MasterCard, Visa or American Express (circle):

literary, and cultural treasures in the BPL’s Special Collections.

CARD NUMBER

w The William O. Taylor Art Preservation Fund—Dedicated

EXPIRATION

to conserving, cataloging, digitizing, and exhibiting the BPL’s
collections of prints, drawings, photographs, and works of art.
w The Associates Endowment Fund—Dedicated to ensuring
preservation activities can continue at the BPL in perpetuity.
w Associates programming
w Associates operations
w Area of greatest need

Please mail to:
Associates of the Boston Public Library
700 Boylston Street, Boston, MA 02116
Membership dues and donations to the Associates are fully
tax deductible. Our Federal Tax ID Number is: 04-2900822.
Thank you for your support!

INFORMATION
Please keep me informed about:
w Upcoming Associates’ activities and events
w How I can get involved

RIGHT: Daguerreotype of abolitionist Maria Weston Chapman, ca. 1846. Many of her letters are available for transcription as part of

a new anti-slavery crowdsourcing project. BACK COVER: Detail from the stereograph, The Eiffel Tower and Champs de Mars from
the Trocadero Palace, Paris, France, ca. 1889–1930.
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